ENHANCE YOUR CAREER PROSPECTS IN ACADEMIA

Average participant ratings

Overall rating of the course by previous participants:
- 8.6/10

This course will help me in my future academic career:
- 9.2/10

Registration

» www.bcfcareer.nl/gac-registration
» Course fee: €950 (20% reduced from €1200)
» Includes access to 2 days with inspiring and interactive lectures, 1:1 workshop, networking session, and selected course material.
» Spots are limited for personal feedback from our experts

Contact information

BCF Courses BV
T: +31(0)35 303 55 88
E: courses@bcfcareer.com
W: www.bcfcareer.nl/gac

“I wish I did this course during my PhD!”
Improve your grant writing skills and jumpstart your career in academia

Are you a PhD candidate, postdoc or starting group leader and do you want to enhance your career prospects in academia?

Do you wish to improve one of the most vital skills of succeeding in science? Then join the BCF Grant Application Course on how to write a successful grant application.

During this intensive 2-day course you will be taught by successful scientists, grant-application experts who have reviewed hundreds of grants, assessors from funding bodies and many more.

Our expert speakers emphasize the importance of starting early with improving your grant-writing skills to prepare excellent and successful proposals that will enable you to succeed in your academic career. Not only to give yourself enough time to properly shape your research proposal but also to build an outstanding and convincing academic CV. This can be accomplished by public outreach activities, small grants during your PhD, or academic awards. Join this course to learn how to enhance your career prospects in academia!

Participant profile

- PhD candidates
- Postdoctoral fellows
- Starting group leaders

During this 2-day interactive course you will learn:

- How to find the best funding opportunity
- How to pick and present your topic
- How to write an outstanding grant summary
- Tips and advice to make your application successful
- Get personal feedback on your summary and topic
- How to build a strong CV early in your career
- What grant evaluators expect and how to impress them
- How to prepare for a grant interview once you past the 1st round
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